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With his characteristic droll and acerbic wit, Florida Governor Ron 
DeSantis remarked last week that for Joe Biden, "Kamala Harris is the 
best impeachment insurance money can buy."  It was an entertaining 
remark and got plenty of laughs, but I sure hope House Republicans don't 
take it to heart. 
 
Impeaching Joe Biden is essential for anyone who truly reveres the U.S. 
Constitution and Rule of Law.  No one in the history of the presidency 
has ever deserved it more than Joe Biden:  Trump was right when he 
stated that Biden has done more damage in two years than the five worst 
presidents in U.S. History.  Biden is a pathological liar and the worst 
reprobate ever to hold that sacred office.  He needs to be impeached to 
disrupt the subversion of America by his party's alliance of organized 
crime families and communists. 
 

 

 
                             Corrupt                                       Clueless 



Impeaching Biden would permit the laziest niggress in Washington to 
assume the presidency.  However, never in a million years would the 
New Communist Party of the USA (NCPUSA) -- often wrongly called the 
"Democrat" Party -- allow her to become their party's nominee in 2024.  
Even the dolts who voted for Biden & Harris probably recognize that 
with Harris at the top of the ticket, the NCPUSA will experience the 
greatest electoral blood-bath in U.S. History, and lose elective offices 
all the way down to dog-catcher. 
 
Most black members of the NCPUSA are too mentally deficient to 
recognize just how vulnerable a Kamala Harris Presidency would be, so 
they will reflexively interpret challenges to her nomination as just more 
examples of "racism and white supremacy."  This would create a rift in 
their party that might last for generations, and could bring about its 
unraveling.  Bill Buckley once called the "Democrats" (paraphrase,) "the 
greatest obstacle to good government in American History."  That was 
in his 1973 book Four Reforms, before he could know the half of it.    
 
The NCPUSA's 2024 Primary Election season might become as violent 
and heated as its earlier incarnation in 1968, as witless black savages 
join Black Liars Murder and Antifa communists to disrupt the primary 
campaigns of whites who dare to challenge Harris.  It would be poetic 
justice to see the shock troops of the NCPUSA -- normally used to attack 
law-abiding Republicans -- turned against its own white members as 
they compete to unseat President Harris.  That might spell the end of 
the NCPUSA, a development that could very well save America!  
 
Meanwhile, her presidency would be very much like her vice presidency, 
with staff quitting in droves on a regular basis, owing to her laziness, 
arrogance and imperiousness.  Her administration would be so 
embroiled in drama, leaks, infighting, incompetence and pettiness that 
it would be effectively neutralized. As her vice presidential staff 
demonstrated in spades, to know her is to hate her. 



The impeachment of Joe Biden -- "the Big Guy" -- is not only REQUIRED 
of honest men and women, it would also be good politics for the GOP.  
To refuse to impeach a crook like Joe Biden is no better -- and maybe 
even worse -- than all those George Soros prosecutors who give a free 
pass to violent felons, and refuse to indict them, because they are 
members of the same tribe or ideology. 
 
For those concerned about the damage a Harris Presidency would 
certainly bring, consider this:  how could Kommie Harris be any more 
destructive of America than Joe Biden has been?  
   
 
 

 
"The Big Guy" 


